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Abstract 
For a graph G, if E(G) can be partitioned into several pairwise disjoint sets as {EI,& . . . , El} 
such that for any i with 1 <i 6 I, the subgraph induced by E, in G is a tree of order ki, then G is 
said to have a {kk, k2, . . . , k,}-tree-decomposition. Ringel [3], and Ouyang and Liu [2] proved that 
every 2-connected maximal planar bipartite (mpb) graph of order n has a {n - 1,n - l}-tree- 
decomposition and {n,n - 2}-tree-decomposition, respectively. Kampen [l] proved that every 
maximal planar (mp) graph of order n has a {n - 1, n - 1, n - 1}-tree-decomposition. In this 
paper, we consider the following class of graphs including mpb and mp graphs: A graph G is 
called a &-graph, if IGI 33, IE(G)I = k((GI - 2) and IE(H)I <k((HI - 2) for any subgraph H 
of G with IHI >3. We prove that (i) for any %-graph of order n 23, it has both a {n,n - 2}- 
tree-decomposition and a {n - 1,n - 1}-tree-decomposition, and moreover, these two kinds of 
tree-decompositions can be transformed to each other; (ii) for any Y3-graph of order n 24, it has 
three kinds of tree-decompositions: {n, n, n - 3}-, { n,n-1,n-2}-and{n-1,n-1,n-l}-tree- 
decomposition, and moreover, they can be transformed to each other. Since 2-connected mpb 
graphs are &-graphs and mp graphs are B3-graphs, the results mentioned above from [l-3] are 
immediately implied by our results. Furthermore, all tree-decompositions above can be found in 
polynomial time. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
Keywords: Tree decomposition; Pk-graph; Maximal planar bipartite (mpb) graph Maximal 
planar (mp) graph 
1. Introduction 
In this paper all graphs are undirected, finite and simple. For a subgraph H of G, 
V(H), E(H), E(H) and p(H), respectively, denote the set of vertices, the set of edges, 
the number of edges and the number of cycles in H. H[X] denotes the subgraph of 
H induced by X, where XC V(H) U E(H). Given two disjoint subsets X and Y of 
V(G), we write E&C, Y) = {xy E E(G) ( x E X, y E Y}. For convenience, &(H, Y), 
i.e., &(V(H), Y), is sometimes used for a subgraph H of G[V(G) - Y]. If T is a 
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tree in G and e = uu E G - E(T) with {u, U} c V(T), then T + e contains a unique 
cycle. We denote this cycle by C(T, e). A forest is called a k-tree-forest if it consists 
of exactly k pairwise disjoint trees. 
For a graph G, if E(G) can be partitioned into several pairwise disjoint sets as 
{JR,&,... , El} such that for any i with 1 <i< I, G[Ei] is a tree of order ki, then G is 
said to have a {ki, k2,. . . , kr}-tree-decomposition. We denote it by {kl, k2,. . . , kl} E G 
for short. In this case, it is obvious that s(G) = xi=, ki - 1. A vertex u is said to be 
a singular vertex of a tree-decomposition { Ti, T2, . . . , Tk}, if there exists a 4 such that 
u # V(T). A graph G is called a maximal planar bipartite (mpb) graph if, by adding 
any edge (without adding vertices) to G, we would obtain a graph which is no longer 
planar or bipartite. Obviously, a mpb graph is either a star or 2-connected. 
Ringel proved in [3] that every 2-connected mpb graph can be decomposed into two 
trees and there exist exactly two singular vertices which do not belong to both trees. 
In fact, he proved the following Theorem A. 
Theorem A. Each 2-connected mpb graph has a (n - 1,n - 1 )-tree-decomposition. 
Meanwhile, Ringel conjectured that each 2-connected mpb graph can be decomposed 
into two trees such that the only two singular vertices belong to the same tree. Ouyang 
and Liu in [2] proved this conjecture, that is 
Theorem B. Each 2-connected mpb graph has a {n,n - 2)-tree-decomposition. 
A graph G is called a maximal planar (mp) graph if, by adding any edge (without 
adding vertices) to G, we would obtain a graph which is no longer planar. For any 
mp graph, Kampen proved the following Theorem C in [l]. 
Theorem C. Each mp graph has a {n - 1, n - 1, n - 1 )-tree-decomposition. 
We now show that the results stated above apply to a much broader class of graphs. 
The most important condition for such tree-decompositions is that the edges of the 
graph must be well distributed. So we consider a class of graphs as follows. 
A graph G with ]G] 33 is called a 9Qraph, if s(G) = k(lGI - 2) and s(H) < 
k(JHI - 2) for any subgraph H of G with IH] 23. Obviously, each 2-connected mpb 
graph is a &-graph and each mp graph is a Ps-graph. So the class of graphs we 
defined is a generalization of mpb and mp graphs. 
The purpose of this paper is to extend the previous results not only to 9$-graphs but 
also to all kinds of tree-decompositions. Our method is completely new and construc- 
tive. In fact, we propose polynomial time algorithms to find these tree-decompositions. 
Our main result is the following theorem. 
Main Theorem. (i) If G is a +graph of order n 23, then {n, II - 2) E G and 
{n - 1, n - 1) E G, moreover, these two kinds of tree-decompositions can be trans- 
formed to each other. 
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(ii) IfG is a BJ-graph of orderna4, then {n,n,n-33) E G, {n,n-l,n-2) E G 
and {n - 1, n - 1, n - 1) E G, moreover, these three kindr of tree-decompositions can 
be transformed to each other. 
Furthermore, all tree-decompositions above can be found in polynomial time. 
Before ending this section, we give a basic lemma. 
Lemma 1. If k>2 and G is a Sk-graph of order at least 4, then G is 2-connected. 
Proof. Let G be a Sk-graph. It is easy to see that G is connected. If G is not 
2-connected, we assume that v is a cut-vertex of G and G - {v} has the components 
Cl,CZ,..- ,C,, where wb2. Let Gr = G[V(Cl)U {v}] and GZ = G[V(Cz)u V(C3)u 
. . . u V(C,) u {v}]. If min{lGrI,)G21}~3, then E(G) = E(GI)+E(Gz)<~(]G~) -2)+ 
k((Gz( - 2) = k(]Gl] + ]Gz] - 1 - 3) = k(lGI - 2) - k < k(]G( - 2), a contradiction. 
So min{]G~],JGz]}<2. B ecause of IGl>4, we have that max{jGiI,IGzJ}>3. Hence 
we may suppose that JGi\ = 2 and IG21>3, and then s(G) = a(Gr) + s(G2)< 
1 + k(lGzJ - 2) = k(lGz] + 1 - 2) - k + 1 = k(]G] - 2) - k + 1 < k((GI - 2), a 
contradiction. 0 
2. Tree-decompositions for &-graphs 
Lemma 2. Let G be a &graph, and T a spanning tree of G, H = G - E(T), 
HI = (V,,El) a connected component of H and HZ = (fi,E2) other components of 
H. If IV, 122, then there exists an edge e E El such that C(T,e) n Ea( ?$, J$) # 0. 
Proof. If C(T,e)nEo(Vi,Vz)=Q) for every edge eEEl, then C(T,e)cG[KJ for all 
e E El. Therefore T[Vl] is a tree, since HI is connected. So there are I VI I - 1 edges 
of T in GKI and .$G[fiI) =@‘[fiI)+e(H1)2((PiI - l)+(lVil- 1) > 2(lfil-2), 
a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 3. Let G be a P2-graph of order n. Then there exists a spanning tree T of 
G such that G - E(T) is a forest. 
Proof. Because G is connected, we choose a spanning tree & of G such that FO = 
G - E(G) contains the fewest cycles. We will prove that FO contains no cycles and 
thus TO satisfies the requirement of Lemma 3. 
If it is not true, then I > 0. Let CO be a fixed cycle in Fo, and let S = {(T, F) I 
T is a spanning tree of G, F = G -E(T) such that p(F) = p(Fo) and F contains the 
cycle CO}. 
We have S # 8. Let us choose (fi, F, ) E S such that the component W of FI, which 
contains the cycle CO, has the fewest edges. We have (WI > 3. By Lemma 2, there 
exists e E E(W) such that C(Tl, e) n Eo( W, p) # 0, where @ = V(G) - W. 
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Case 1: e is not a cut edge of W. 
We choose e’ E C(Ti, e) fl EG( W, m). Let T2 = Ti + e - e’ and F2 = F, + e’ - e. 
Then (Z, F2) E S but ,a(Fz) < p(Fl) = I, since e’ is a new cut edge of F2 and e 
is not a cut edge of Fl, contradicting the minimality of p(Fo). 
Case 2: e is a cut edge of W. 
Then W - e consists of two components, say WI and W2, such that WI contains the 
cycle CO. Because e is the unique edge connecting WI and W2 in W and C(Ti, e) n 
EG( W, m) # 0, there exists an edge e’ E C(Zi, e) II EG( Wz, @). Let T2 = Ti + e - e’ 
and F2 = FI + e’ - e. Then (T2,Fz) E S and I = p(Fl) = I, since e’ is a new 
cut edge of F2. But the component WI of F2, which contains the cycle CO, has fewer 
edges than W, contradicting the minimality of e(W). ??
Theorem 1. If G is a 92-graph of order n, then {n,n - 2) E G. 
Proof. Let T be a spanning tree of G such that H = G - E(T) contains no cycles. 
Because H contains exactly n - 3 edges, we may assume that H is a 3-tree-forest: 
H = HI U Hz U H3 with IHlI < [Hz I< (H3 (. If IHI 1 > 1, by Lemma 2, there exists an 
edge e E E(Hl) such that C(T,e) r? EG(V(H~), V(H2 U H3)) # 0. We choose 
e’ E C( T, e) n EG( V(Hl ), V(H2 U Hj )) and set T’ = T + e - e’ and H’ = H + e’ - e, then 
T’ is a tree of order n and the minimum component of H’ contains fewer vertices than 
HI does. By using T’ and H’ instead of T and H respectively, we can repeatedly (at 
most IHI I- 1 times) perform the operation of exchanging edges until we get IHI 1 = 1. 
Let HI = {u} and H = {a} U H2 U H3. If Hz = {u}, then H3 is a tree of order n - 2. 
Thus T and H are as required. Otherwise, let H2 = (V,, E2), H3 = ( Vs, Es) and 
if EG({~}, fi) = 0, 
otherwise. 
Similarly to Lemma 2, there exists an edge e E E2 such that C(T,e) rl EG( V,, V3) # 
0. (Otherwise, T[W] will be a tree and s(G[W]) = s(T[W]) + E(H~)~(IWI - l)+ 
(IWl-2) = 2(WI-3 > 2(IWI-2), a contradiction.) We choose e’ E C(T, e) n EG( F$, V3) 
and set T’ = T +e - e’ and H’ = H + e’- e. Then T’ is a tree of order n and 
H’ = {a} U Hi U H3/ with IHi I < IH2 (. By using T’ and H’ instead of T and H respec- 
tively, we can repeatedly (at most (Hz1 - 1 times) perform the operation of exchanging 
edges until H2 is an isolated vertex and then we get {n, n - 2) E G. Cl 
Theorem 2. Zf G is a &-graph of order n, then {n - 1, n - 1) E G and {n, n - 2) E G 
can be transformed to each other. 
Proof. Suppose that G is decomposed into two trees Ti and $ of order n - 1 with 
u E V(z) - V(z) and u E V(T2) - V(q). We choose w E NE(U), then 8 U {v} + WV 
is a tree of order n and T2 U {u} U {v} - WV is a 3-tree-forest. Similarly to Theorem 1, 
we get {n,n - 2) E G. 
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Conversely, suppose that G is decomposed into a tree 5 of order n and another 
tree T2 of order n - 2 with u, u E V( Tt ) - V(T2). We choose w E A$ (u) - {u}, then 
Ti - uw and c U {u} U {u} + uw are 2-tree-forests. We may assume that T,’ = fi - 
uw = Til U T12 with u E V(Ti2) and Tz U {u} U {u} + uw = {u} U T,‘. Hence Ti 
is a tree of order n - 1. Similarly to Lemma 2, there exists e E E( T11) such that 
C(T,‘,e) n EG(V(TII),V(TI~)) # 0. We choose e' E C(T&e> nE~(V(TllhV(T12)), 
then TJ’ = T,’ + e’ - e = Ti, U T{, is a 2-tree-forest with ) T[, ( < ) Tllj and v E V( T{,) 
and {u} U Ti + e - e’ = {u} U T2/1 is a 2-tree-forest. We can see that T2/1 is a tree of order 
n - 1. By repeatedly (at most IHi 1 - 1 times) performing the operation of exchanging 
edges until the component T{, is an isolated vertex, we get {n - 1, n - 1) E G. 0 
Remark 1. From the proofs of Lemma 3, Theorems 1 and 2, we can get a polynomial 
time algorithm to find these decompositions. 
Corollary 1. Zf G is a 2-connected mpb graph, then {n- l,n- 1) E G and 
{n, n - 2) E G. Furthermore, these tree-decompositions can be found in polynomial 
time. 
3. Tree-decompositions for &-graphs 
Lemma 4. Let G be a connected graph, q and G two edge-disjoint spanning trees 
of G. Then, for every edge el E E(Tl ), there exists an edge e2 E E(T2) such that 
{el,e2}CC(T2,el)nC(T,,ez). 
Proof. Let Hi = (V,, El ) and H2 = (?$, E2) be two components of Tt - et. It is easy 
to see that C(z,ei) n E~,(fi, h) # 0. We choose e2 E C(fi,el) n E~,(fi, V,), then 
{et,e2} c C(kei) n C(G,ez). 0 
Lemma 5. Let G be a &graph, T a spanning tree of G, fi a spanning forest of 
G - E(T) and H = G - E(T) - E(c). Zf p(H) > 0, then we can modifr T, Ti and 
H into T’, T,’ and H’ such that T’ is a spanning tree of G, T,’ is a spanning forest 
of G - E(T’) and H’ = G - E(T’) - E(T,‘) with p(H’) < p(H). 
Proof. Let HI = (6, El) be a component of H which contains a cycle Co and 
H2 = (vZ,E2) other components of H. Because Z’i is a spanning forest of G - E(T) 
and H = (G - E(T)) - E(Tl), for any edge e E E(H), Tl + e contains a unique cycle, 
denoted by C( c, e). 
Case 1: There exists an edge e E El such that C( T, e) n EG( b, &) # 0. 
Case 1.1: e is not a cut edge of Hl. 
Let us choose e’ E C(T,e) n EG( fi, 6) and set T’ = T + e - e’. We have 
q c G - E( T’), since e @ E( 3 ). If Ti + e’ contains no cycles, then we set T[ = & + e’ 
and H’ = H - e, otherwise, we set T,’ = Tl and H’ = H + e’ - e. It is obvious that 
T’, I;’ and H’ are as required. 
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Case 1.2: e is a cut edge of HI. 
Then HI - e consists of two components HI1 = ( Vll, El,) and HI2 = (Vlp, Elz). Let 
Hl1 be the component which contains the cycle Cs. It is easy to see that there exists an 
edge e’ E C(T, e) n Eo( VIZ, fi). Let T’ = T + e - e’. If fi + e’ contains no cycles, then 
we set T{ = Tl + e’ and H’ = H - e, otherwise, we set T[ = Tl and H’ = H + e’ - e. 
Since Hl1 contains the cycle CO and e(Hl1) < e(Hl ), using T’, T,‘, H,l and H’ - HII 
instead of T, 8, HI and H2 respectively, we can repeatedly perform the operation of 
exchanging edges (at most (HI 1 times) until we get Case 1.1. 
Case2:C(T,e)nEd(Vi,fi)=Q)foranyedgeeEEi. 
Similarly to Lemma 2, T[V,] is a tree and there exists an edge e E El such that 
C(Ke) n Eo(k v2) # 0. 
Case 2.1: e is not a cut edge of HI. 
We choose e’ E C(Zi,e)flEG(fi,fi), and then T, 8 +e-e’ and H+e’-e are as 
required. 
Case 2.2: e is a cut edge of HI. 
Then HI - e consists of two components H,l = (VII, El*) and Hi2 = (Viz, Eiz). Let 
HI1 be the component which contains the cycle CO. It is easy to see that there exists an 
edge e’ E C(Z, e) fl EG( VIZ, fi). Since Hl1 contains the cycle CO and E(H~I) < E(HI ), 
using Tl + e - e’, HII and H + e’ - e - HI1 instead of Ti, HI and HZ respectively, we 
can repeatedly perform the operation of exchanging edges (at most JH, 1 times) until 
we get Case 2.1. 0 
Lemma 6. Let G be a connected graph, u a fixed vertex of G, 8 and T2 two edge- 
disjoint spanning trees of G. If dG (u) 33 and fi, f2, and f3 are three edges in 7i 
incident with u, then, for every edge e E E(E), there exists an edge j E {fi, f2, f3) 
and an other edge e’ E E(Z) - { e such that {J,e’} cC(Z,J) n C(5,e’). } 
Proof. Because the three edges fi, f2 and f3 are incident with I( in TI, by Lemma 
4, there exist edges f;‘, fi and fi in q such that {fi, fi’} c C(T2, fi) rl C(fi, h’), for 
j=1,2,3.Iff;‘=f:=fS=e,then{fi,f2,f3}~C(~,e)andthusthedegreeofu 
in C(Tl, e) is at least three. This is impossible since C(Tl, e) is a cycle. Therefore, we 
may assume that f{ # e. Then f, and f[ are as required. 13 
Lemma 7. Let G be a 93-graph, i7 and Z two edge-disjoint spanning trees of G, 
and T3 = G - E(T1) - E(Z) a 4-tree-forest, say, G = T31 U T32 U T33 U T34 with 
IT3~~~~T32~~~T33~~~T3~~. lf(T31122, then we can modgy Z,z and T3 into T,‘,Ti 
and Ti such that T{ and Ti are two edge-disjoint spanning trees of G, and Ti = 
G - E(T{) - E(T,‘) is a I-tree-forest of G, say, Ti = Tj, u Ti2 u Ti3 U Tid with 
1~3/11~1~~21~1~3/31~1~~~1, and lGl < IT311 and lT~l<lT~~l. 
Proof. Let HI = T31 = (fi, El) and H2 = T32 U T33 U T34 = (fi,Ez). Similarly to 
Lemma 2, there exists an edge e E El such that C(z, e) n E?;( 6, &) # 0 for some 
i (1 <i <2). Otherwise, both Tl [VI] and T2[ Vi] are trees, and thus IHl] 33 since G is 
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simple. Hence, s(G[fi]) = E(TI[V,]) + s(T$5]) + s(H1)&33(jI$j - 1) > 3(]I4j - 2), 
a contradiction. Now we may assume that C(Tt, e) II EQ ( VI, Vz) # 0. Let us choose 
e’ E C(Ti,e)n&(Vr, Vz), then Tt +e-e’, T2 and Ts+e’-e will satisfy the requirements 
of Lemma 7. Cl 
By repeatedly using Lemma 7, we can get IT31 I = 1 without decreasing the 
cardinality of T34. 
Lemma 8. Let G be a 83-graph, 6 and T2 two edge-disjoint spanning trees of G, 
and T3 = G - E(T1) - E(T2) a I-tree-forest, say, T3 = T31 U T32 u T33 u T34 with 
IT311 = 1 and lT32l<)T33l<lT341. Zf lT321>2, then we can modifv TI,z and E into 
?I, Ti and T3/ such that (1) I;’ and Ti are two edge-disjoint spanning trees of G; and 
(2) T3/ = G - E(T[) - E(Ti) is a 4-tree-forest of G, say, T3/ = T3/, u Ti2 u Ti3 u T& 
with IT3,1~lT3/21~lT~31~lT3/41, satisfying IT&l = 1, ITi c IT321 and (T34l<JT~,(. 
Proof. Suppose that Lemma 8 is not true. Let T31 = {u}, w = v(T32) and 
IV, = w u (24). 
Claim 1. ZfEc({u}, W) # 0, then Tl[W,] is a tree. 
Otherwise, let H = T33 U T34. Because T32 is connected, there exists an edge e E E(T32) 
such that C( Ti , e) n EG( W,,, F’(H)) # 0. We choose e’ E C( TI, e) rl EG( W,, V(H)), then 
Tl + e - e’, Tz and G + e’ - e will satisfy the requirements of Lemma 8, a contradiction. 
Similarly, we have the following Claim 2. 
Claim 2. Zf EG ({u}, W) = 0, then TI[ W] is a tree. 
By the symmetry of Ti and G, the results also hold for G. 
If Ez({u}, W) # 0, by Claim 1, Tr[ W,] is a tree. By Claims 1 and 2, either fi[ W,] 
or G[W] is a tree. Therefore E(G[WJ) = E(~[W,,]) + E(T~[WJ) + &(T32)>(lWul - l)+ 
2(lWul - 2) > 3(lWul - 2), contradicting that G is a @s-graph. Otherwise, we may 
assume that ET,({u}, W) = 0 and ET,({u}, W) = 8. By Claim 2, both TI[W] and E[W] 
are trees. Therefore [WI>,3 ande(G[W]) = &(~[W])+&(T#V])+&(T,2)>/3((wJ-1) > 
3(( WI - 2), a contradiction. 0 
By repeatedly using Lemma 8, we can get IT31 I = (T32) = 1 without decreasing the 
cardinality of T34. 
Lemma 9. Let G be a 83-graph, z and fi two edge-disjoint spanning trees of G, 
and T3 = G - E(TI ) - E(G) a 4-tree-forest, say, z = T31 U T32 u T33 u T34 with 
IT311 = IT321 = 1 and lT33lGlT34l. If lT33l>2, then we can modify &,E and fi into 
q’, Ti and Tj such that (1) T[ and Ti are two edge-disjoint spanning trees of G; and 
(2) Ti = G - E(T,‘) - E(Ti) is a 4-tree-forest of G, say, Ti = Tjl u T& u Tj3 u Ti4 
with lT3/11<lTj2J<lT~31<lT$4(, satisfying lT;,l = 1 and lT34l < lT,‘,l. 
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Proof. Suppose that Lemma 9 is not true. Let Tjl = {u}, T32 = {v}, W = Y(T33), 
W, = W U {u}, W, = W U {u} and W,, = W U {u,v}. 
Claim 1. If&((u), W) # 0 undEfi({v}, W) # 0, then 7i[Wu,1 is a tree. 
Otherwise, because T33 is connected, there exists edge e E E( T33) such that C( F, e) n 
&( W,,, V( T34)) # 0. We choose e’ E C(Tr , e) II Eo( W,,, V(T34)), and then T,’ = 
5 + e - e’, T; = T2 and Ti = q + e’ - e will satisfy the requirements of Lemma 
9, a contradiction. 
Similarly, we have the following claims. 
Claim 2. If El; ({u}, W) # 0 and uu E E(Zj ), then Ti [ W,,] is a tree. 
Claim 3. If ET,({u}, W) = 0 and ET,({~}, W> # 8, then Z[Kl is a tree. 
Claim 4. ZfEl;({u}, W) = 0 and ET,({v}, W) = 0, then Z[Wl is a tree. 
By the symmetry of Ti and z, u and v, the results also hold for 5 and v. 
Case 1: EG({u,v}, W) = 0. 
By Claim 4, both li [ W] and z[ W] are trees. Therefore, 1 WI > 3 and e(G[ W]) = 
3(lWl - 1) > 3(lWl -2), contradicting that G is a &-graph. 
Case 2: EG({u}, W) = 0 and EG({v}, W) # 0. 
We may assume that E8 ({v}, W) # 0. By Claim 3, 5 [W,] is a tree. By Claims 3 
and 4, either Z[W,] or E[ W] is a tree. Hence &(G[W,]) = &(fi[W,]) + E(Tz[W~]) + 
~(T33)>((Wol - 1) +2(/W,/ - 2) > 3(lW”l - 2), contradicting that G is a 83-graph. 
Case 3: ET;({u}, W) # 0 and El;({v}, W) # 0. 
By Claim 1, q [W,,] is a tree. Let H = Z [W,,] be the subtree of F. 
Subcuse 3.1: EE({u}, W) # 0 and ET,({v}, W) # 0. 
By Claim 1, Tz[W,,] is a tree. Hence &(G[W,,]) = E(TI[W,,]) + .$T2[WUo])+ 
&(T33)>2((WuUI - 1) + (IW,,j - 3) > 3(lW,,l - 2), a contradiction. 
Subcase 3.2: ET,({u}, W) = 0 and I&((v), W) # 0. 
By Claim 3, G[W,] is a tree. We have that d~(u)a3. Otherwise, E(TI[W”])> 
&(Ti[W,,]) - 2 = IW,l - 2 and thus E(G[W~]) = E(TI[W,I) + .$T2[WVI) + ~(T33)> 
(IW,l -2)+(lWu’,) - l)+(lW,l -2) > 3(lW,l -2), a contradiction. Let fi,fz and S3 
be three edges of H incident with u and e2 E ET,({u}, W). Since i? and Z are edge- 
disjoint spanning trees of G, and by Lemma 6, there exists an edge J E {ji,f2,f3} 
and another edge ei E E( Tz) - (e2) such that {J,ei} c C(G,J) fl C(Tl,ei). We set 
Tr’=Tr+ei-J and T,‘=z+J-ei. ‘l’hen El;t({u}, W) # 0, E~${v}, W) # 0 and 
ET;({v}, W) # 0 and either ET;({u}, W) # 0 or uv E E(z). By Claims 1 and 2, both 
T,‘[ W,,] and Ti[ W,,] are trees. Similarly to Subcase 3.1, we get a contradiction. 
Subcuse 3.3: ET,({u}, W) = 0 and ET,({v}, W) = 0. 
By Claim 3, Tp[W] is a tree. We have that dH(u)a2. Otherwise, E(Z[W~])> 
E(TI[W&-1=/W&l andthus&(G[W,I)~(IW,J-I)+(lW,(-2)+((W,I-2)> 
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3(lW,l - 2), a contradiction. We choose an edge et E ET,({u}, W). Since Tt and T2 are 
edge-disjoint spanning trees of G, and by Lemma 4, there exists an edge e;, E E(q) 
such that {el,ez}~C(T2,el)nC(Tl,e2). We set T,‘= T,+el--el and Ti = Tz+el-e2. 
Then E~;({u}, IV) # 0 and ET,~({v}, IV) # 0 and either ET,‘({u}, W) # 0 or uu E E(TI). 
By Claims 1, 2 and 3, both T,‘[W,,] and Ti[IVJ are trees. Similarly to Subcase 3.2, 
we can get a contradiction, 
Case 4: Es({u}, W) # 0 and ET,({u}, W) # 0. 
We may assume that Ec({u}, W) = 0 and ET,({u}, W) = 0, otherwise, it will be Case 
3. By Claim 3, both Tt[W,] and rZ[W,] are trees. We have that ]ET,({u}, IV)] 22. Other- 
wise, s(Tt[W])>/s(Tt[W,]) - 1 = IW( - 1 = (IV,] - 2 and thus s(G[W,])>(IW,I-2)f 
(lwol- l>+(lw,l-2) > 3(lf+‘,l-2), a contradiction. Similarly, (ET,({u}, IV)] 92. We 
choose an edge e2 E &({a}, IV). Since Tl and T2 are edge-disjoint spanning trees of 
G, and by Lemma 4, there exists an edge er E E(Z) such that {et, e2) c C( & el) n 
C(Z,ez). We set T,’ = Tl + e2 - el and Ti = T2 $ el - e2. Then E?l({u}, W) # 0 and 
E~;‘({u}, W) # 0, and thus T{ and Ti will satisfy Case 3. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 9. 0 
Repeatedly applying Lemmas 8 and 9, we can get ITjsl = n - 3 and ( T31 1 = IT32 ( = 
]T33/ = 1, and thus we have 
Lemma 10. If G is a Pj-graph and G and T2 are two edge-disjoint spanning trees 
of G and T3 =G-E(c)-E(T) 2 is a 4-tree-forest, then {n,n,n - 3) E G. 
We will also use the following simple lemma. 
Lemma 11. If G is a P3-graph, then 6(G)a3. 
Theorem 3. If G is a Ps-graph then {n,n,n - 3) E G. 
Proof. Let T be a spanning tree of G, c a spanning forest of G - E(T), and H = 
G - E(T) - E(q). By repeatedly using Lemma 5, we can modify T, Z and H until 
H contains no cycles. Since G - E(T) contains exactly 2n - 5 edges, Tt and H have 
exactly five components. Because T, is a spanning forest of G - E(T), T, contains at 
most two components. 
Case 1: Tt contains only one component. 
Then & is a spanning tree of G and H is a 4-tree-forest. By Lemma 10, 
{n,n,n - 3) E G. 
Case 2: Tj contains two components. 
In this case, G - E(T) consists of two components since T, is a spanning forest 
of G - E(T). Because Tl and H have five components, Tl is a a-tree-forest say T, = 
TttuTt2 and H is a 3-tree-forest, say H = H~uH~uHJ. Since H = G-E(T)-E(c), the 
vertex set of one component of T, must have the same vertex set as one component 
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of H, and the vertex set of the other component of T, has the same vertex set as 
the other two components of H. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
V(T,l) = V(Hl) U V(H2) and V(Tl2) = V(H3). If jV(H3)I 22, then T[W] will not 
be a tree, where W = Y(H,). So there exists an edge e E H3 such that C(T, e) n 
Eo( W, ?‘(TII )) # 0. We choose e’ E C(T, e) f~ Ea( W, V(Tll )) and set T’ = T + e - e’, 
T,’ = Ti + e’ and H’ = H - e. Then T’ and q’ are two trees of order n, and H’ is a 
4-tree-forest of G. By Lemma 10, {n,n,n - 3) E G. 
Therefore, we may suppose that IV(T,z)l = 1 and T,z = {u} = Hs. By Lemma 
11, we have d*(u) = do(U)>,3. Let E(u) = {e E E(T) 1 e is incident with u}. Then 
T - E(u) contains at least three components. Without loss of generality, we suppose 
that there exists an edge e E E(Hl ) such that e connects two components of T -E(u). 
Then the cycle C( T, e) must contain an edge e’ in T which is incident with u. We set 
T’=T+e-e’,~‘==+e’andH’=H-e.ThenT’and~’aretwotreesoforder 
n and H’ is a 4-tree-forest of G. By Lemma 10, {n,n, n - 3) E G. 0 
Theorem 4. If G is a &-graph of order n with n 34, then the following three state- 
men ts are equivalent : 
(i) {n-l,n-l,n-l}EG. 
(ii) {n, n, n - 3) E G. 
(iii) {n,n - 1,n - 2) E G. 
Proof. (i) {n - 1,n - 1,n - 1) E G d (ii) {n,n,n - 3) E G: 
Suppose that G has been decomposed into three trees Tt, z and & of order n - 1 
with vi # Y(Tl), v2 @ V(T2) and v3 # V(T3). If 01 = v2 = ~3, then vi will be an 
isolated vertex in G, contradicting that G is connected. If v3 = VI, then v2 # vi and 
v2 # ~3. Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume that v3 # vt and vs # VZ. 
Under this case, we can find two edges et = vlq and e2 = ~2112 in E(q) such that 
Tr -t ei and T2 + e2 are two edge-disjoint trees of G with order n and T3 - et - ez + us 
is a 4-tree-forest. By Lemma 10, {n,n, n - 3) E G. 
(ii) {n,n,n - 3) E G =+ (iii) {n,n - 1,n - 2) E G: 
Assume that G has been decomposed into three trees Ti , G and T3, where both Tr 
and q are two edge-disjoint trees of order n, and T3 is a tree of order n - 3 such that 
three vertices a, b and c are not in E. 
By Lemma 11, do(a) > 3. Without loss of generality, we may assume that there 
exists an edge e = au E q such that u # b and u # c. We set T; = Z - e, Ti = Tz 
and Ti = 5 U {a} + e. Then Ti is a spanning tree of G, Ti is a tree of order n - 2 
with b 6 T: and c $! Ti, and Tl is a 2-tree-forest, say, T: = T,‘, U T&. 
Case 1: Both b and c are in the same component of T:, say, b E T:2 and 
c E T,‘2. 
Claim 1. If IT,‘, 122, then we can modify T:, Ti and T: into Tf, Tz and T: such that 
T; is a spanning tree of G, T: is a tree of order n - 2 with b $! T: and c 6 Tj, and 
Tf = Tfl U Tf2 with both b E Tf2 and c E Tf2, and IT;, ) < (T,‘l (. 
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Suppose that Claim 1 is not true. Then T: [ W] is a tree, where W = V( T:, ). 
Otherwise, because T:, is connected, there exists edge e E Ti, such that C(Ti, e) fl 
&(W, V(T:,)) # 0. We choose e’ E C(T:,e)n&(W, V(T:,)) and set Tl = TJ +e-e’, 
Ti = Ti and Tf = T: + e’ - e. Then Tf, Tz and T: will satisfy the requirements of 
Claim 1, since b $ T: and c 6 Ti, a contradiction. 
Similarly, Td [ W] is a tree. Hence, (WI > 3 and there are at least 3() WI - 1) edges 
in G[W], a contradiction. 
Then we have shown the correctness of Claim 1. 
By repeatedly using Claim 1, we may assume that IT:, 1 = 1. Then T/, is a tree of 
order n - 1, and thus we get {n,n - 1,n - 2) E G. 
Case 2: b and c are in the different components of T:, say b E Tfl and c E T:2. 
Without loss of generality, we suppose that a E T:,. Then ac # T: and bc # T:. If 
lT:2l = 1, then T:, will be a tree of order n - 1 and thus we get {n, n - 1, n - 2) E G. 
Otherwise, there exists a vertex v such that cv E E(T:,). By using cv instead of au 
and then the two vertices a and b will be in the same component of T: - cv. Similarly 
to Case 1, we can get {n,n - l,n - 2) E G. 
(iii) {n,n - 1,n - 2) E G ===+ (i) {n - 1,n - 1,n - 1) E G: 
Assume that G has been decomposed into three trees 8, G and G, where q is a 
tree of order n, T2 is a tree of order n - 1 with a $! G and q is a tree of order n - 2 
with two vertices b and c not in T3. 
Case 1: a#banda#c. 
We may assume that there exists an edge e = bu E q such that u # c, otherwise, 
there exists an edge cv E 8 such that v # b. We set T: = T, - e, Ti = T2 and 
T; = z u {b} + e. Then both Ti and Ti are trees of order n - 1 with a # Ti and 
c $! Ti, and T: is a 2-tree-forest, say, T: = T:, U T/2. 
Case 1 .l: Both a and c are in the same component of T:, say, a E T:2 and c E T:2. 
Similarly to Claim 1, we have 
Claim 2. Zf IT,‘, I 22, then we can modifr T:, Ti and T: into Tf, Ti and T: such that 
both T$ and T: are trees of order n - 1 with a $ Ti and c $4 Tz, and T: = Tf, U TF2 
with a E Tf2, c E Tf2 and I Tt, 1 < IT:, I. 
By repeatedly using Claim 2, we can get IT:, I = 1. Then T:2 is a tree of order n - 1 
and thus we get {n - 1,n - 1,n - 1) E G. 
Case 1.2: a and c are in the different components of T:, say a E Tl, and c E T:2. 
If b E T:,, then both a and b are in the same component T:, and thus both u and c 
are in the same component Tt2. We can choose an edge e’ = CD E TI such that v # b 
and both a and b are in the same component of Tl - e’. Similarly to Case 1.1, we can 
get {n - 1,n - 1,n - 1) E G. 
So we may assume that both b and c are in the same component T:;! of T/. Therefore, 
’ both u and a are in the same component T,, . If dT; (c) 2 2, then there exists an edge 
e’ = cu E Tt2 such that v # b. By using cv instead of bu, similarly to Case 1.1, we can 
complete the proof. If d,;(b) 23, then there exists an edge e’ = bo E T:, such that both 
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CI and c are in the same component of Tt - e’. By using bv instead of bu, similarly 
to Case 1.1, we can also complete the proof. Therefore, we have Tiz = G[{b,c}], 
dl; (b) = 2, dl;(c) = 1 and er = bc E E(q). It is easy to see that Ti + el contains 
an unique cycle C(Ti, el ). We have C( Ti, el ) fl &( T:,, {c}) # 8. We choose e2 E 
C(T~,el)flEo(T:l,{c}) and set Tt = T,‘+ez -el, Ti = Tj +el -e2 and Tl = TJ. 
ThenT:,T22andT32aretreesofn-landthusweget{n-l,n-l,n-l}EG. 
Case 2: a = b. 
Similarly to Case 1.2, we can complete the proof, since we always have that a and 
b are in the same component of T:. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 0 
Remark 2. From the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 we can get a polynomial time 
algorithm to find these tree-decompositions. 
By Theorems l-4 we immediately get the Main theorem. 
Corollary 2. IfG is amp graph, then {n-l,n-l,n-1) E G, {n,n-l,n-2) E G and 
{n,n,n - 3) E G. Furthermore, these tree-decompositions can be found in polynomial 
time. 
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